Core Working Group Agenda 05/17/2018 meeting

Attended by: Jeremy (LF), Eric, Trevor, Tingyu & Jim (Dell), Greg (Sixgill), Keith, Andy & Steve (IoTech), Ian & Tony (Canonical), Rodney (Beechwoods). Others may have joined the call after the roll was taken at the beginning.

Discussion and action items as a result of meeting in RED.

Old Business

DevOps items
- Jeremy – any issues/updates we need to discuss
- Lots of work going on to add patches to blackbox tests for Cavium Arm
- Building snapcraft Ubuntu images to Snap Store

Documentation Hosting
- Where to host?
  - Still working; host on LF infrastructure, need build process to deposit in appropriate place
- Andy – status of
  - training and guidance for new resources in the process of doc generation
  - record a training session and post to Tech Talks
  - Action Item for Andy – look at scheduling a Zoom session and record that for reference; looking at next two weeks.

DS Requirements Discussion
- Tony updated req’s doc. What’s next?
  - Latest available here: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aMIQ0kb46VE5eeCpDlaTg8PP29-DBSBTlgeWrv6LuYk/edit?usp=sharing
  - Request access from Tony
  - Final doc to be posted to Wiki soon
- What’s a realistic schedule for SDKs?
  - SDKs won’t be complete by California release dates.
  - Should have enough to start developing DS but full SDK won’t be ready by California
- New spin off meeting coming soon
- Should DS & SDKs part of edgex-go or separate? Still to be determined
- Plan, schedule, and issues to be resolved in upcoming meeting and finalized by Jun 4 meeting

Document Translation
- Issue rests with board at this time.
- Accepting translation of documentation is welcome. Question is one of how is it reviewed and maintained. Options being considered:
  - Let the community update and if it doesn’t stay up to date, it gets archived
  - LF pays for translation with project funds (non-scalable solution and how do we determine which languages to support?)
A sponsoring company funds continual support for certain language translation of choice (ex: Samsung funds maintenance of Korean translation).

- Will drop this topic for now until Board has provided resolution.

Performance Testing
- Keith – provide information around possible IoTech performance tests contribution by CA F2F meeting

EdgeX UI
- Jim working with VMWare and others to start a project group under Core WG. No news yet.

Palo Alto F2F
- Please sign up (connect with @BPreston) if you are going to be there (in person or online)
- Please visit https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/rest/documentConversion/latest/conversion/thumbnail/14123075/3 and provide feedback to agenda and topic list for next meeting
  - Review Delhi scoping – any early disagreement with proposed in/out scoping?
  - Anyone wants to advocate adding/removing something
  - Review Architect Tech Debt – any early disagreement with proposed topics?
  - Calls for additions/deletions from that list
  - Review Architect Enhancements – any early disagreement with proposed topics?
  - Calls for additions/deletions from that list

New Business

RAML / Testing / Java support
- Two open issues right now that need resolution.
  - https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/issues/201
  - https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/issues/211
- Recommendation: Keep Go services as is, adjust the RAML, fix Java (or file issue against Java)
- Ex: We want the Go to return proper status
- All in agreement. Need to update the tests as well

TSC Working Group Chairs
- Each working group elects its own chairperson. That person serves on TSC.
- WG voter lists coming soon.
- Start with Calls for nominations for chairs to WG represented on this call:
  - Core Working Group Chair
    - Nominating Trevor Conn (Dell) to take my place
  - Test QA/Chair
    - Nominating Andy Foster (IoTech) to continue
  - Applications WG Chair
    - Nominating Janko Isidorovic (Mainflux) to continue
  - DevOps WG Chair
    - Nominating Jeremy Phelps (LF) to continue
• DS/SDK WG Chair
  o Nominating Steve Osselton (IoTech) to take Tony’s place